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Brands are again introducing their winter collections.
Sania Maskatiya too has officially launched her winter festive
collection ‘INARA’ for 2019-2020. With distinct feminine cuts in luxe
fabrics and signature prints, the collection is here to stay.
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I

The Responsibility of
Freedom

n Pakistan, there is a sense of orchestrated or managed news rather than the
real story. The media in Pakistan is in the process of evolving from the clutches of
advisories it used to receive to finding its own ground, and this takes self-confidence.
The media has become used to either being embedded or given press advisories.
There is advocacy rather than simple reportage. However, there are still news groups
where the ‘how, where and when’ is important.
Generally speaking, there is a lot of speculation and very little news. The Pakistani
media’s biggest problem is that it is reporting opinions and not news and going back
to reporting the news is very, very important. An intelligent academic has to cut
through layers and layers in order to decide what seems plausible; the news media
offer some highlights, but there is not much else. People want opinions as well as
news – a content which has reduced considerably in newspapers. Dissemination of
information is thin in a newspaper. It is all about who said this or that and issues are
not discussed. There is an increasing disconnect between the politics that people
are so obsessed with while the real issue is what is happening to the people of the
country.
The streak of investigative journalism is no longer there and there are very few
investigative journalists left. Of course, officials give a certain line, but the media needs
to put two and two together and draw out the larger story. A lot of areas need to be
strengthened for the media to be able to fully capitalize on the opportunities seized
in the last 10 to 15 years. The media has not always been free and this is a major
change. It is this media that will play a role in making democracy not only about voting
but also about accountability. The media needs to capitalize on the opportunities it
has been given. The more the credibility of the media erodes, the more its rights will
be curtailed. It is in the interest of the media to place itself on a higher ground. It needs
to become a major element in civil society and play its part in conjunction with other
groups.
The broadcast media is more concerned about ratings than about the substantive
quality of its information. The inherent meaningfulness of something is of lesser
significance because ratings are more important. There is a need to develop a
more coherent and implementable set of ethical norms. Most talk shows are just
sensationalizing the news; there is no perspective and far less balance. Fortunately,
academics don’t have to be popular but the media does and this is where the problem
lies. Another problem is that the media is preaching to the converted and people
will watch a programme because they like who and what they are watching. The
circulation of ideas, which is the media’s responsibility, is not happening.
The media needs to do a lot more educational programmes. There is also a lot
of interest in entertainment; in Pakistan people need entertainment. However, there
need to be more educational channels because the future of education is through the
media. The media has a very important role; we are in an educational bind and the
media has to step forward. Pakistan has also failed to institutionalize. Journalists and
media houses should work towards establishing a process whereby those working
in the media are better qualified to cover what they are supposed to, as well as
being more professional and more responsible. This will make media freedom more
meaningful and sustainable as well.
The global phenomenon is that publishers are more interested in marketing.
Interest in reading is diminishing in Pakistan, so what can publishing houses do? What
is remarkable is that the business remains profitable for some publishers. We need to
develop the art of reading. As a country we have not invested in research; we have
been more interested in adaptations of other people's work, and we have not been
bad at that, but you need to generate your own knowledge. You need to generate
your own studies in order to project yourself. The problem with Pakistanis is that the
world doesn’t understand them and they don’t understand themselves properly, so
they cannot project themselves.

Available on EBSCO and affiliated international
databases through Asianet-Pakistan.
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Readers’ Thoughts

Fashion Game Strong

T

his is with reference to the last month’s cover story on the Fashion Pakistan Week
(FPW) 2019 ‘Style and Elegance’. The event hosted a line-up of twenty exuberant designers and their ensembles created with impeccable craftsmanship and
finesse. The three-day fashion affair featured formal, semi-formal and bridal collections
highlighting the latest trends and must-haves of the season. Among others, Alkaram
Studios stands out with their inclusivity and diversity of cultures in an extravagant
hour-long showcase and the inclusion of children at the runway. Needless to say,
each presented a perfect fashion guide for the upcoming season – with bare minimum fashion faux pas.
Fariha Farooq
Lahore, Pakistan

Losing a Legend

Stripping Citizenship

I

G

t is very unfortunate to lose people like Shaukat Azmi, wife of
the late poet Kaifi Azmi and mother of actress Shabana and
cinematographer Baba Azmi. She was a staunch supporter of
the socialist cause,
which is why she
stood shoulder to
shoulder with Kaifi
sahib in his pursuit of
a just and equitable
society. She took part
in the Progressive
Writers Movement
(PWM) and the Indian
People’s Theatre Association (IPTA). She also made a name as a theatre and film
actress herself — acting in renowned productions such as ‘Garam Hawa’, ‘Umrao Jaan’ and ‘Salaam Bombay’ — and wrote
a well-received autobiography about her life with Kaifi sahib,
titled ‘Kaifi and I’ which was later turned into a play.
Asin Joshi,
Assam, India

Tezgam Tragedy
T
here have been a lot of letters on the
tragic railway incident that resulted
in so many fatalities. Various examples
are being cited but the Tezgam tragedy
is a different affair. The majority of the
people wants Sheikh Rasheed Ahmad's
resignation because being the Railways
Minister he failed to ensure the safety
of the train. However, the resignation of
Sheikh Rasheed is not the solution to
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etting citizenship is the most important thing a person should
have to prove his belonging to a country. Yet, in Assam, stateless
people are deprived of this right. A list of citizens in Assam called
National Register of Citizens (NRC), a policy of the Indian Government
led by the BJP, has shortlisted two million residents out of 32 million
who were to be deported
because of their origin in
Bangladesh. In simple
words, India is stripping
two million people of
citizenship, particularly
targeting
Muslim
migrants,
and
the
government of Assam
is also mum about it.
The crisis will have
consequences in India
and beyond its borders because if India is trying to transform the
country into a Hindu state, it will contradict the Indian image of a
secular, democratic and politically pluralist society.

Asin Joshi,
Assam, India.

the problem. The root cause needs to be
attended to which is a violation of baggage

rules. The question that arises is that when
the law of the land forbids such items as
gas cylinders to be carried in trains or
buses, why is the rule violated? We
need to do a thorough check of the
baggage of travellers as it is done
at airports. Once an unauthorized
material is recovered, the person
should be tried summarily otherwise
we will be chasing shadows in the
dark.

Mukhtar Ahmed,
Bradford, UK.

Who Said That!

Internet Exposure

I

n this era of digital revolution, smartphones
are available to everyone. Though most
schools prohibit the use of a phone during
classes, we see students using them all the
time. When students are so addicted to their
smartphones, the future looks scary.
A 2018 survey by the National Academy
for Educational Management revealed how
social media use has rapidly grown. Around
29.5 percent of students are addicted to using
social media during their school hours. Some
are even becoming addicted to watching
pornography which changes their habits and
way of thinking.
It is high time people realise this major
problem and come up with possible measures
to stop children from excessive use of the
internet.

Amdadul H Sarker,
Comilla, Bangladesh.

“Women are the victims of this patriarchal culture,
but they are also its carriers. Let us keep in mind that
every oppressive man was raised in the confines of
his mother’s home.”
-Shirin Ebadi, Iranian political activist

“Making money is a happiness. And that’s a great
incentive. Making other people happy is a superhappiness.”
- Muhammad Yunus, Bangladeshi economist

“I have to say I like Obama a lot. His record is the best.
He’s always been vocal about his opposition to the war
in Iraq. Frankly, he seems very good in a lot of ways.”
- Fatima Bhutto, author

“I sometimes feel that I have been born to
attract controversy.”
- Amitabh Bachchan, Indian actor

Female Malinga

A

irtel Sri Lanka’s Fastest, a competition
to identify Sri Lanka’s finest budding fast
bowling talent, provided equal opportunities
for both men and women to showcase
their talents and in the attempt, Shayani
Senarathene who is dubbed as a female
Malinga, was unearthed. She also turned out
to be the winner of the Female Open Category
of Airtel Sri Lanka’s Fastest competition and
has been selected to represent her country at
the inaugural ACC Women’s Emerging Teams
Asia Cup 2019. Currently, she has a scorching
speed of 104 km/h.
Lasith Malinga, Sri Lanka's bowling
sensation, took on the world with his cramping
back-to-back wickets at the World Cup and
with Shayani Senarathene, the hope for a new
era is expected to take the legacy forward.

“If I can live life the way I want to, why can’t
you do it ?”
– Wasim Akram, former Test cricketer

“My father didn’t talk to me for 8 years because
of my working in showbiz.”
- Maya Ali, Pakistani actress

“Azhar’s appointment as Test captain is okay but if
the Board wanted to appoint Babar as white-ball
captain, they should have first groomed him as I fear
the burden of T20 captaincy will affect his batting.”
- Javed Miandad, former Test cricketer

Roshani Tharin,
Kandy, Sri Lanka.

“If I don’t feel confident about my body, I’m not going
to sit at home and feel sorry for myself and not do
something about it.”
-Kim Kardashian, American actress
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Grapevine

Now She
Quits!

Great
Recital

C

oke Studio Season 12, with Rohail Hyatt
directing, presented Atif Aslam and his
‘Wohi Khuda Hai’ – the acclaimed hamd
Muzaffar Warsi
written by late poet Muzzafar Warsi. It was
also earlier recited by Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan. There were some
who criticised Atif Aslam for his wrong pronunciation of certain
words. But the recital is great and all praise for Atif.

Fashion for Whom?

R

abi Pirzada is in the news.
She was earlier hauled in
for keeping exotic animals as
pets. These included pythons, alligators and snakes.
Now she has decided to
quit showbiz and was
reported to be in Saudi
Arabia for Umrah.
She said she was
leaving showbiz
because her
private videos
showing her stripping before cameras
went viral. Now people
are even waiting for her
‘Istighfaar’ show, like
the one Meera did.

F

ashion thrives in a poor country like Pakistan. The designers at Karachi’s Fashion Pakistan Week (FPW) 2019 put their
best foot forward. Their emphasis seemed to be on bridal wear
and a few winter clothes thrown in. The money that goes
into organizing a fashion event can perhaps be better
spent in langars for the poor and giving them winter
clothes to fight the cold.

Publicity
Stunt

T

he TikTok girl Hareem
Shah became
famous after her video
at Pakistan’s Ministry
of Foreign Affairs went
viral. People wondered
how she got into
the ministry’s conference room. The Prime
Minister’s office also
took notice and wanted
to know how the breach
occurred. Hareem Shah
became an internet sensation after her videos
with influential political
people were released
on the net.

8
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Newsbeat

Parwana Hun by Kashmir

P

op-rock band Kashmir has brought out their new single “Parwana Hun”. The track is accompanied by a music
video, directed by Ashar Khalid. Parwana Hun is about man’s struggle to find the truth. The song is a representation
of the band’s style and energetic stage presence.

“Parwana Hun” is a follow up to their last single “Pari” and is a part of an album that will contain eight songs. Formed in 2012,
Kashmir became known when they won the Pepsi Battle of the Bands in 2017.

Sitara on Netflix

Airbnb in China

he animated short film ‘Sitara’ is being
released on Netflix. The film revolves
around a young girl named Pari who
dreams about being a pilot but ends up
being married off. The story is depicted
through the eyes of her younger sister, Mehr.
Waadi Animations have created the film.

he Airbnb concept has worked with
Chinese authorities. Their ‘Lost &
Found’ campaign aims to preserve
China’s heritage sites. Over 40 masters
living in various cities and regions of China
have been invited to offer their expertise

T

T

Best Place to Do Business

P

akistan has tied with Canada, Australia and Finland at number 1 position as one of
the best places to make a living, according to Forbes magazine.
Government support and access to non-financial assistance in Pakistan lags behind most countries. However, Pakistan scores exceptionally high for women in leadership
positions and ease of accessing investment. The US is now at 32nd position, the number
that was occupied by Pakistan earlier.
Writes Forbes, “Pakistan despite having limited government support and being difficult
to sell to businesses and government agencies still commands #1 for earning a living. The
nation’s comeback in this category
is a remarkable feat given the country
was ranked #30 in 2016. The
improvement of liveable income
may be because Pakistan
has become a more open market for do-good companies
to sell to the general public.”

to Airbnb’s global travel community on its
digital platform.
Airbnb has collaborated with the UCCA
Centre for Contemporary Art, China’s leading contemporary art institution, to build a
physical ‘Lost & Found’ exhibition at their
museum. A group of modern artists and architects have created a series of exhibitions
based on their personal Airbnb apprenticeship experiences that incorporate interactive installations and workshops.
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Newsbeat

Bangladesh at Miss Universe 2019

F

or the first time, the Miss Universe pageant will have a Muslim model, Shirin Akter Shela. She is a Physics student at the University of
Dhaka and is from Thakurgaon. Shirin Shela has already been crowned Miss Universe Bangladesh and was later selected to represent her country at the beauty pageant.
At Miss Universe Bangladesh, Shirin was crowned by Indian actress Sushmita Sen, who won the Miss Universe title in 1994. This is the
first time someone from Bangladesh and from a Muslim-majority country in South Asia will compete in Miss Universe.

FPCCI CREATES HISTORY

F

PCCI organized the 43rd FPCCI Export
Awards Ceremony at which the President
of Pakistan, Mr. Arif Alvi presided. The Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and
Industry held many other meetings and hosted
events to boost Pakistan’s trade and industry.
The Specialized Committee meetings and
the 27th Executive Committee Meeting of Economic Cooperation
Organization (ECO-CCI) were held on November 13 and 14 at the
FPCCI Head Office in Karachi. Mr. Imran Ismail, Governor Sindh,
was present on the occasion.
The 29th Board of Directors and 62nd Financial Committee meetings of the Islamic Chamber of Commerce, Industry
and Agriculture (ICCIA) were held on November 15 and 16 at
Movenpick Hotel. Mr. Abdur Razak Dawood, Advisor to Prime
Minister for Commerce, Textile, Industry & Production and Investment was present on the occasion. Other notables included
H.E Sheikh Khalifa Jassim Al Thani, First Vice President ICCIA,
Azaraksh Hafizi, President ECO CCI and Rifat Hisarcıklıoğlu, Vice
President ICCIA & President, TOBB.
Delegates from Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Qatar, Kuwait, Jordan, Saudi
Arabia, Niger, Palestine and Oman attended the meeting.
An Investment Bridge themed ‘Exploring Opportunities, Integrating
Businesses’ was organized on the sidelines. Mr. Jam Kamal Khan,
Chief Minister of Balochistan was present. Presentations were made
by Turkey, Iran and the Sindh, Punjab and Balochistan Boards of
Investment.
FPCCI and TOBB organized the 2nd Board Meeting of Pakistan-
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Turkey Joint Chamber of Commerce Forum which was attended by
Turkish delegates representing various industrial sectors.
An exhibition of Pakistani products and Islamic art showcased the
potential of Pakistani art and crafts at these meetings.

Newsbeat

Mehwish as BB

B

enazir Bhutto may get further immortalized through Mehwish Hayat. In an
interview with BBC Urdu, she said she will
play Benazir Bhutto in a film.

E

‘Humrahi’ by EFU

FU Life Assurance has released
its web series titled ‘Humrahi’
that features Zahid Ahmad and
Rabab Hashim. It is a huge step towards
monetizing the international community by
diversifying the Pakistani media’s platform.
The series follows the journey of two
young people who are at the peak of
their life. They are looking for prospective
matches to settle down in what can be
called the ‘rishta dikhaai culture’. The first
episode will be all about that meeting and
how the pair embarks on their journey of

life by tying the knot.
Through this web series, EFU encourages the couple to get insurance policies
as a medium of saving money to fulfil their
needs and live a lavish life which is only
considered to be a sign of the wealthy.
The series takes the youth on a journey of
romance and responsibilities.
They also have a little girl and they
are seen talking about saving to give her
higher education so that she has better
career options. This emphasizes female
education.

Says she: “This is the story of a hero.
Benazir Bhutto is a hero to me and I love
that woman. Her story is so inspirational
to me. This generation and the generations ahead must see her contributions,
her struggles and her progress. She was
the first woman [to be] Prime Minister.”
Mehwish said the role of Bhutto will be
unlike anything she has played as it will
undeniably be a complex journey to bring
BB’s character on screen.

‘The Grudge’ Reboot

Price of Bahria
Adventure

S

T

ony has announced reboot of
the 2004 Japanese-American
horror film ‘The Grudge’. The
new Grudge will be rated R, which
means the film will be loaded with
blood and gore. Nicolas Pesce has
directed the project and Demián Bichir,
John Cho, Betty Gilpin, Jacki Weaver
and Lin Shaye will be seen in key roles.
The film will focus on the aftermath
when a detective starts to investigate
the grudged house where a murder
has taken place. ‘The Grudge’ reboot
is about a single mother and a young
detective Muldoon (Andrea Riseborough) who discovers that the suburban
house is cursed by a vengeful ghost
who dooms those who enter it with a
violent death. The mother thus runs to
save herself and her son from demonic
spirits from the cursed house in her neighbourhood. In 2011, it was already specu-

lated that the film will have a sequel.

he Bahria Town in Karachi recently
celebrated the grand opening of
Pakistan’s first international theme park
‘Bahria
Adventure
Land’
with
spectacular
fireworks.
The
theme park has thrilling and exciting rides,
roller-coasters, water rides, ferris wheels
and a lot more.
The only thing that might bother visitors
is the entry fees. An adult pays Rs. 4000
while for children it is Rs. 3000 per head.
Where the park does entertain, it is a big
no-no in terms of accessibility for the
general public.
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Newsbeat

Prequel of Game
of Thrones

T
A

Apple AirPods

pple went massive with its new
global campaign to promote its
new AirPods Pro. The company
dropped larger-than-life images of lithe
dancers in eye-popping poses – some
reaching 40 feet tall and even breaking
out of the expected framework of massive
out-of-home displays. They wrapped
around the corner of a building, peered
down at busy intersections or spanned
sides of highways in major cities around
the world, including London, Paris, Tokyo,
Dubai and Milan.
The colossal figures started to pop up

from late October and when the AirPods
Pro hit the shelves, they appeared in the
dancers’ ears. In total, Apple created 31
images, about half of which appeared in
out-of-home ads and half at retail locations.
The AirPods Pro showed the flexibility
and freedom afforded by the cord-free
earbuds, such as a film depicting a man
bouncing across city streets and another
in which a man magically defies gravity.
Features of the AirPods Pro include active
noise cancellation, tapered silicon tips
and transparency mode that let’s outside
noises in.

Faisal’s Money-Back Guarantee

F

aisal Qureshi’s film ‘MoneyBack Guarantee’ could be an
exciting project. It has Fawad
Khan in the lead role as well as cricketer Wasim Akram.
The film is a satirical comedy
involving a bank robbery. Akram will
be playing the villain in a small but
important role, while Khan will be the
hero. The cast also includes Mikaal
Zulfiqar, Kiran Malik, Gohar Rasheed, Mani,
Javed Sheikh, Hina Dilpazir, Afzal Rambo,
Shaniera and Qureshi himself. Mahira Khan
has also been approached for a cameo.

Johnny Depp
Out

D

‘Money-Back Guarantee’ will begin
shooting in Karachi followed by a shooting schedule in Thailand. The film will be
released in 2020.

Zhang at Reuter Communications

I

ntelligence and communications
agency Reuter Communications has hired Tracy Zhang as
Director in Shanghai where she will
develop integrated marketing and
digital strategies for clients in the
luxury, beauty and fashion sectors.
Zhang was previously Group Account Director at BBDO Shanghai. Altogether, she
has over 15 years of experience in advising
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he ‘Game
of Thrones’
creators
have announced a
prequel series for
HBO titled ‘House
of the Dragons’.
The prequel will
be set 300 years
before the actual
events of Game of
Thrones. Miguel
Sapochnik will partner with Ryan Condal as showrunner
and will direct the
pilot and additional episodes while Condal
will be writing the series.
‘Game of Thrones’ has been a blockbuster series and has racked many awards
during its run. The series comprised seven
seasons, all having a surprise story. ‘House
of Dragons’ will present the story of the
Targaryen Dynasty, a dynasty that has the
abilities to tame dragons, just like the one
in ‘How To Train Your Dragon’.

international brands on Chinese
culture and localisation.
Reuter connects luxury brands
and businesses with affluent
consumers in Asia and their
clients include Sotheby’s, Harrods, Swire Hotels, Este´e Lauder
and Swarovski. The agency has offices
in Shanghai, Hong Kong, Singapore and
Dubai.

isney has
roped in
‘Pirates of the
Caribbean’ veteran
Ted Elliot and Chernobyl creator Craig
Mazin to work on the
story of the reboot
of the film franchise.
The first part of the
film had commercial
success while the
remaining received mixed reviews.
Though the franchise is a hit among
fans, Johnny Depp will not be seen in the
film as he was seen more than enough in
the last series of films.
The five previous Pirates films had
Johnny Depp as Captain Jack Sparrow
and also featured Orlando Bloom, Keira
Knightley and Geoffery Rush.

Tribute

By Faizan Usmani

S

tephen Philip Cohen, the American
political scientist and professor of
South Asian security studies, was exceptional in many ways.

Stephen Cohen was one of those few
Americans who were best known in the
sub-continent for their objective analysis,
particularly of Pakistan and India, and
of South Asian security. This aspect is
particularly important as most political
experts and researchers in the West desist
from examining the political and security
matters of the South Asian region on
the basis of merit and they tend to form
subjective views that are mostly aligned with
their state policies.
Cohen’s reputation as a US-based expert
on security issues in South Asia was wellfounded because he emerged as a leading
voice from the West. He pioneered the study
of security issues, mainly in the South Asian
context.
In the Western world, Stephen Cohen
was best-known for his deep insights into
Pakistan and India, and he alone served

Stephen Cohen

Exceptional Scholar
as a one-man think tank in the West on the
most complex security matters of the subcontinent. His five-decade long association
with the South Asian region helped him
depict a reality-based picture of regional
security that, by itself, remains vulnerable at
the hands of those global powers that seem
to be concerned by the fragile state of peace
and security in South Asia.
Born in 1936, Stephen Philip Cohen
was a senior fellow in the Foreign Policy
programme at the Brookings Institution
for 21 years, from 1998 until his death on
October 27, 2019. During his association
with the Brookings Institution, he published
seven books and several papers focusing
primarily on security and foreign policy in
South Asia.
Cohen was the first American scholar
to work in the field of South Asian security

studies. Being a pioneer in his academic
domain in the U.S., he trained and mentored
many leading analysts and security strategists.
In addition, he developed policy interests in
key matters, such as disaster management,
nuclear proliferation and counterterrorism.
In recognition of his impactful scholarship
and far-reaching influence in policy-making,
he was named senior fellow emeritus by
Brookings in 2017.
Prior to joining Brookings, Cohen was a
faculty member at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign in the departments of
political science and history from 1965 to
1998.
He served as a member of the Policy
Planning Staff at the U.S. Department of State
in 1985-87. He also taught in Singapore,
Japan and India and served as the scholarin-residence at the Ford Foundation in New

Delhi during 1992-93.
Cohen authored, co-authored and
edited a number of books, research papers,
monographs and articles. Among his bestknown books are, ‘The Future of Pakistan,’
‘Pakistan, Piece by Piece,’ ‘Shooting for a
Century: The India-Pakistan Conundrum,’
‘The Idea of Pakistan,’ ‘The Pakistan Army,’
‘The Indian Army: Its Contribution to the
Development of a Nation,’ ‘The Compound
Crisis of 1990: Perception, Politics and
Insecurity,’ ‘India: Emerging Power’ and
the ‘Arming without Aiming: India’s Military
Modernization.’
Stephen Cohen was named as one
of America's 500 most influential people
in foreign affairs. He died leaving behind
a generation of political researchers and
strategic analysts he had mentored over a
50-year career.
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Cover Story

Sania Maskatiya’s

INARA

Multi-award winning fashion house Sania Maskatiya formally
announces the launch of the Winter Festive 2019/2020
collection titled INARA.

I

NARA features Sania Maskatiya’s
signature handcrafted pieces perfect
for the winter festivities. With embellished and digital printed outfits, in
bright hues, jewel tones and a classic
monochromatic palette, the collection
comprises 80 distinct designs available in
colour options and designs variations. For
INARA, Sania Maskatiya has used a wide
range of fabrics including velvets, cotton
nets, crepes and silks, embellished with
gota, zardoze and ari techniques, available
in varied silhouettes.
Hot colours are a trend this season,
including bold shades like fuchsia and
orange and INARA includes a lot of musthave pieces in bright fuchsia shades. Also,
the velvet trend isn’t going anywhere yet as
we witnessed a lot of velvet on the runway
recently. Sania’s collection features several
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elegant pieces adorned with intricate embroidery made with velvet.
The pieces that stand out are a stunning
black saree gown with white floral details,
a stunning traditional style gown with white
embroidery all over and dupatta scarf. Both
the gowns are of traditional styles with a
contemporary twist.
With distinct feminine cuts in
luxe fabrics and signature prints

Cover Story

in multiple sizes for the
winter festive season, this
collection is now available
online and in-store at Sania
Maskatiya Flagship outlets.
Founded in 2010, the
Sania Maskatiya brand is
best known for its specialized, versatile prints,
textile design based on pure
textures, exceptional hues,
and fine craftsmanship. The
design house engages in
some of the best artisanship
in Pakistan, coming from
generations of artisans who
have specialized and perfected their craft. The brand
is known for incorporating
rich textiles, fabric design
and embroidery within their pieces. Sania
Maskatiya has quickly become Pakistan’s

most lauded
designer and
most prized
fashion export.
The brands
runway shows
are much
anticipated
by critics and
patrons alike
in Pakistan,
Europe, India
and the US
and to this end
consistently
showcase at the PFDC and FPW platforms
in Pakistan, also having showcased at

Lakme Fashion Week in India and New York Fashion
Week in the big apple. The brand continues
to expand both nationally and internationally. In Pakistan, the brand boasts four
stand-alone stores each of which is located
in prime shopping locations in both Karachi
and Lahore. The brand is further available
at select national stockists. Internationally,
the brand continues to develop regional
and global presence. In terms of retail and
global accessibility, the brand is further
available worldwide through a dedicated
e-commerce store, in the Middle East
through a stand-alone retail space in Dubai
and in Europe, the US, Singapore and India
through a series of stockists. .
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Around Town

MAK and Young Fun

M

AK is a clothing brand from Alkaram. It has launched its Fall/
Winter collection 2019 titled ‘Young, Fun and Green’ with the
spirit of quintessential and minimalist designs.
The collection has 22 pieces of Pret wear and 30 unstitched pieces.
It caters to teenagers with some chic and contemporary designs. It
focuses on a personalized mix of print and colour to help find more
versatility in the closet. The collection is inspired by and dedicated to
young women juggling between their academic lives and hanging out
with friends.
MAK is a young and fresh take on clothing design. Its philosophy
is to keep in mind a young teenage girl who is actively exploring ideas.
The brand helps her in the process by giving her options to set her style
statement, fused with minimal and over the top designs tailored in an
effortlessly modern way.

Another Susen Store

S

usen recently launched its fourth store, the first in Hyderabad, at
the main Auto Bahn Road. Many prominent people attended the
inauguration. The host, Ahmed Godil, welcomed everyone. The
ribbon-cutting ceremony was performed by chief guest Suzain Fatima,
followed by guests taking a round of the store and exploring Susen’s
products ranging from modern and quality handbags to shoes and sunglasses. The outlet is a one-stop-shop as the collection offers wallets
and belts for both women and men.
Susen is a UAE-based brand, founded in 2003 with a vision to empower women around
the world to express
themselves
freely
through fashion. In a
short period, it has become the most popular
brand in the Middle East
and has expanded to
60 countries worldwide.
The products are also
available online.
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Ali Baba Chalis Chor

All Thieves
By Faizan Usmani
oing theatre for children is
an arduous task. Other than
an engaging script and a lively
performance, what characterises
theatre for children is its ability to
nurture intellectual and artistic talent in the young ones.
It also plays a part in their
personal development.
Recently shown at the
Karachi Arts Council, Ali
Baba Chalis Chor could be
termed a success only if its
main objective were to make
children laugh and nothing else.
A production of Green Eye Production, the play was based on one
of the classic Arabic folktales of
“One Thousand and One Nights (
),” which is also known as
the “Arabian Nights.”
Directed by Umair
Rafiq with narration by Zain
Qureshi, Ali Baba Chalis
Chor was first performed in
‘Bachpan Ke Rung,’ a theatre
festival for children held at
the National Academy of
Performing Arts (NAPA)
in Karachi.

This time, Ali Baba Chalis Chor
was boastfully staged with a musical and
comical twist to make the most popular
childhood bedtime story an exciting, funbased play both for children and adults.
And that’s where the trouble began. In
the name of fun, the play ended up killing the centuries-old folktale, right from its
beginning to the end and that too amidst

deafening laughter and
repeated clapping of the audience.
As things took place throughout the
play, there was neither a real Ali Baba, nor
were the infamous forty thieves, as it was
merely a hotchpotch of different characters
stolen from the original story. In the guise
of Ali Baba Chalis Chor, the scriptwriter just
hijacked the classic folktale characters to
depict a distorted storyline meant to create
some silly fun and nothing more.
From the very outset, the performers
were pulling faces, turning themselves
upside down, jumping and falling off the
stage and simply clowning around to entertain the audience, particularly the young
ones. If this is what was supposed to be
shown to the children, the makers of the
play could have produced a totally new
story from scratch, instead of messing up
with the original tale.
The good thing about the play was its
ability to keep children involved throughout
the show with some truly interactive per-

Theatre

D

formances. Faraz Ali as Babloo Al Bubblegum, Muneeb Baig as Ali Baba, Sehrish
Qadir as Bhabhi, Shabana Hassan as
Marjina and Aqeel Ahmed as Qasim took
the audience on an hour-long mishmash
of a baseless plot with rib-tickling fillers.
This was all staged in the name of Ali Baba
Chalis Chor.
Before dipping a toe into staging theatre for the young audience, the producers
of the play should have utilised their own
imagination to create something new in
place of piggybacking on someone else’s
ideas. As it appeared, they seemed to be
relying on the ‘Open Sesame” mantra to
steal the gist of the classic tale and bring
back the stolen treasure in a miserably
contorted form.
Frankly speaking, there was no Ali
Baba, but there were a lot of chors.
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Maleficent: Mistress of Evil

Care and Celebration
By Syeda Areeba Rasheed

FILM

B

uilding upon the previous theme of
‘Maleficent’, a live-action fantasy drama, the new ‘Maleficent: Mistress of Evil’
is more complex, dealing with obstacles of
familial ties while offering new characters
and background to its fairytale world. With
Angelina Jolie as Maleficent, the horned
creature from Disney’s 1959 animated
classic ‘Sleeping Beauty’, the sequel has
no connection to the classic anymore. The
screenwriter Linda Woolverton, along with
scriptwriters Noah Harpster and Micah
Fitzerman-Blue, adds a feminine touch to
the story portraying Angelina Jolie (Maleficent), Michelle Pfeiffer (Queen Ingrith) and
Elle Fanning (Aurora) as three contrasting
archetypes of femininity. The film is a melodramatic anti-war tale and is much more
action-packed than the first instalment.
Five years after the events of the first
film when Maleficent’s adopted daughter
Aurora was declared as the Queen of the
Moors, Aurora and Prince Philip (Harris
Dickinson) are planning for a wedding. They
both are of the view that their engagement
will unite both the human kingdom and
magical forests of Moors that is under the
protection of Aurora and Maleficent. But
things take a wrong turn when the two attend an engagement celebration dinner at
Prince Philip’s castle with King John (Robert Lindsay) and Queen Ingrith of Ulstead.
Though Maleficent tries hard to plaster a
smile and impress Philip’s parents, Queen
Ingrith’s behaviour makes it all worse.
While the first film shows Maleficent’s
former love King Stephan as the one who
tries to destroy her, the sequel shows Ingrith
as a genocidal hatemonger who wants to
rule the Moors. From serving squab, which
requires one winged creature to eat another, to furnishing the dinner table with
utensils made of iron (fairies are allergic to
iron); Ingrith’s ways of inflaming Maleficent
proves her cruelty. The clash between the
two results in an ugly spat between Aurora
and Maleficent that might alter their relation-
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ship. Also when Aurora tries to warm up to
her new in-laws, Maleficent discovers her
heritage as a dark fae, a race of fairies who
went into hiding after being hunted nearly
to extinction. Further, it explains why Maleficent looks different from the rest of the
Moors creatures but fails to clarify how she
gets to the Moors in the first place.
Directed by Joachim Rønning, the sequel perfectly complements the first film
and all the characters, the previous and
the new ones, are terrific. With Angelina
Jolie reprising her role as the winged dark
fae, she proves once again that she is the
key ingredient, making it all work with her
powerful presence and performance. She
balances her enraged outburst finely, even
though it portrays how dangerous and uncontrollable her power can become. Her
razor-sharp prosthetic cheekbones, elegant
horns and velvety wings along with her husky voice add more depth to her character.
Elle Fanning returns as Aurora, the demure
heroine, who wants to set things right without realising that blind trust and rushing to
judgements will only have consequences.
Her character can be best put into words
as ‘a mixture of youthful naivety and immature rashness’.
Michelle is a new addition to the film,
which is wonderful, as she juggles between
being the Queen and protector of her kingdom and the power-hungry person who desires to conquer the Moors without thinking
about her own family and loyal ones. Prince
Philip’s character, earlier enacted by Brenton Thwaites, is played by Harris Dickinson
in the sequel. He has a heart of gold and
very beautifully manages to fulfil his commitments to both Aurora and his kingdom.
Chiwetel Ejiofor as Conall is another newcomer who plays a short but important role
as one of the horned winged dark fae who
rescues Maleficent from the enemies. Sam
Riley too returns as Diaval who transforms
from a raven into a human form along with
the three comic fairies Thistlewit (Juno Temple), Knotgrass (Imelda Staunton) and Flittle
(Lesley Manville).

Angelina Jolie, Elle Fanning,
Michelle Pfieffer, Harris
Dickinson, Sam Riley,
Chiwetel Ejiofor, Ed Skrein, etc.
Director:
Joachim Rønning
Writers:
Linda Woolverton, Noah
Harpster and Micah
Fitzerman-Blue
Running Time: 118 minutes

Cast:

The film shines throughout with its
broad array of colours and terrific imaginative designs, giving viewers a premium visual experience along with Ellen Mirojnick’s
stunning work as the costume designer.
However, it lacks in presenting proper Maleficent-Aurora scenes together. There is also
a scene where Maleficent keeps standing
silently without contributing much while the
two fae leaders Borra (Ed Skrein) and Collan
debate over the merits of war and peace.
The act is really weird, keeping in mind the
powerful character she is playing.
Maleficent: Mistress of Evil is far more
improved than the first instalment. It talks
about issues of diversity, prejudice, discrimination, environmental protection and
the nature of good and evil. While Maleficent cares first and foremost about women,
it offers a warm celebration of male allyship
in the form of Sam Riley’s character Diaval
along with the humble and good-natured
Prince Philip.
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